
New prospects of partnership and development of educational activity 

 

The realizable inauguration of new president, country and its citizens must 

be sure that the prospects of euro integration and democratization remain 

unchanging. Although after the expected elections in Verkhovna Rada, possibly 

some accents will be carried in organization of scientific and educative activity, 

receipt of graduate degrees, ranks and all that. As is it talked: “Will live - will see"!  

There is not a doubt, that we are expected, reforms and not only in universal 

initial education but also in higher school too. Release of magazine, from the side, 

and high school, which are the founders of magazine, now, plan within the 

framework of mutually beneficial partnership on the field of educational, scientific 

development in industry of economy to put right and revise agreements about 

good-neighborliness’s with European and world higher schools, especially with 

those the representatives of which are members of our editorial board. The purpose 

of such collaboration is directed, foremost, on upgrading of the articles, which are 

published; improvement; to the mechanism of the blind criticizing and included in 

the scientifically-metrical bases of Scopus, Web of Science and other new 

establishments which constantly appear in the world acknowledged scientific 

rating; research of priority scientific work assignments, especially in industry of 

economic and humanistic and between disciplinary aspects of actual world 

scientific developments. In this plan of editorial board worth-while experiment of 

different countries, because requirements to printing in most editions on the whole 

similar, however there is some specific which determines certain status and 

presence them in the greatest quarts of world scientifically-metrical bases. 

 The editorial of magazine is ready to the permanent improvements, 

transformations and perceives the newest changes with a prospect to answer all 

world scientific calls. We are inviting all our readers, authors, opponents. 

supporters to general creative labor and together with us to attain the greatest 

scientific confession in all areas of activity there are not only in Ukraine, but also 

after its limits. We are wish to all the animation, inspiration, to be devoted aims 

and arrive at the greatest stages of scientific and personal confession. And let 

coming sultry summer all of us does not budded in it. We are wish comfort 

summer vacation in all its displays and kind emotions. 
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